
PRESENTATIONS  
(In no particular order) 

 

Scheduled for sometime 9.00am Sat 4 Sept – 12 noon Sun 5 Sept 

 
 

1. Catania’s concept of the operant revisited 

G. Oliver and J. McEwan   

University of Waikato 

 

This experiment aimed to test Catania‟s concept of the operant empirically with hens. A stimulus 

(a cream coloured rectangle against a black background) was shown on a standard LCD 

computer monitor. An infrared touch screen mounted to the front of the LCD monitor recorded 

the location of all responses. In Experiment 1pecking the rectangle was produced using an 

autoshaping procedure. Then the active, reinforced zone of the rectangle was reduced. The 

participants had no visible cue demarcating active and inactive zones of the rectangle, yet in 

accordance with Catania‟s operant, responding across all participants came to fall within the 

active, reinforced zone of the rectangle. The results; shifts in response distributions in relation to 

the changes in contingencies, offer empirical support for Catania‟s operant in terms of positive 

reinforcement across a single parameter of responding.  

 

 

 2. Own-price and cross-price demand with hens 

Linda Lim, T. Mary Foster, and Lewis Bizo  

University of Waikato 

 

 This study compared own-price and cross-price demand for two food reinforcers. Hens 

responded under increasing fixed-ratio schedules for wheat and then puffed wheat. In 

Experiment 1 the numbers of reinforcers obtained and weight of food consumed were plotted 

against the FR size on log-log coordinates to give the demand functions. Hursh‟s (1988) and 

Hursh and Winger‟s (1995) Hursh and Silberberg‟s (2008) equations were fitted to the data. The 

parameter values from the first two were generally consistent with wheat being the preferred 

reinforcer when derived from the weight of food consumed. Those derived from the number of 

reinforcers were inconsistent. The essential value, α (Hursh and Silberberg , 2008), when k was 

fixed at 3.5 or 6.5 for all hens, was consistently larger for puffed-wheat than wheat with weight 

of food consumed (i.e., suggesting wheat is of greater value than puffed wheat) but the 

differences were inconsistent with numbers of reinforcers. Experiment 2 assessed the cross-point 

of two demand functions with the same hens responding under nine pairs of concurrent fixed-

ratio fixed-ratio schedules with the key associated with the larger FR alternated over sessions . 

The conditions involved wheat vs wheat, puffed wheat vs puffed wheat, and wheat vs puffed 

wheat. The numbers of each reinforcer and the weight of each food obtained were plotted as 

functions of the left fixed-ratio values to give the cross-price demand functions. When the two 

reinforcers were identical the cross point tended to occur near the data from the equal schedule 

session with both numbers of reinforcers and weight of food. With wheat vs puffed wheat the 



cross point for most hens moved to a higher ratio when weight of food consumed was used, 

suggesting that wheat was more valued than puffed wheat for these hens. This was not so for 

number of reinforcers. The experiments show that how the consumption was assessed affected 

the conclusions from that method.  

 

 

  

 

 

3. Precision teaching with antisocial children 

Veronica George and James McEwan 

University of Waikato 

 

The participants ranged in age from six to twelve year, all were diagnosed with, at least, 

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), had extensive criminal records and attended 

the local school for the “uneducable”. Conventional wisdom has it that these children are unable 

to learn due to these behaviour challenges. This work asks if the Precision Teaching approach 

would enable academic learning in spite of these challenges. SAFMEDS (Say All Fast Minute 

Each Day Shuffled) cards containing words or sums were used. Correct and incorrect responses 

were recorded on a Standard Celeration Chart. Two of the children also read from a reader, 

recalled facts about books previously read to them, and copied a passage of writing, while 

remaining children answered sums on multiplication, division, and word problem worksheets. 

These measures were used to see if PT for a target skill had any effect on other academic 

activities. Furthermore, aggressive behaviour, off-task behaviour, and responsiveness to 

instructions were observed to determine if any changes occurred following the implementation of 

PT. Results. PT is a very effective method for teaching target skills to ADHD children, however 

there is limited generalisation of this skill to other academic activities. 

 

 

 

 

4.  Triple-P as a self help intervention 

J. Huxtable., T.  M. Foster and C. Barber 

University of Waikato 

 

The aim was to investigate the effects of the Triple-P parent training programme self-help book 

and DVD when used by parents with  preschoolers with behaviour problems.  A non-concurrent 

multiple-baseline design was used to examine changes in preschoolers‟ behaviours over time and 

in parents use of behaviour management strategies (both assessed using parental report).  Pre- 

and post- assessments were used to monitor any changes in the parents‟ use of discipline and 

their parenting knowledge and competence and also in their levels of depression, anxiety and 

stress. The experimenter interacted with the parents only to collect the data and administer pre-

and post-assessments.  There were positive changes shown in the multiple-baseline data 

(increases in the reported „good‟ behaviour and decreases in reported „problem‟ behaviours) and 

in the some of the test-battery data (large effects sizes for both the decreases in ineffective 

discipline and the increases in parental competence) for those who completed the programme.  



The pre- and post-assessments showed no significant changes in parenting knowledge or in 

measures of depression, anxiety or stress. Parents were satisfied with the intervention, although 

some participants did not use all of the strategies taught. The data support the effectiveness of the 

self-help Triple P intervention, when there was minimal experimenter contact.  

 

 

5.  Using the Drug Discrimination Procedure to Study the Stimulus Properties of MDMA 

('Ecstacy')  
Harper, D. N., Crowther, A., & Schenk, S.   

Victoria University of Wellington 

 

The goal of the current study was to compare the subjective experience of two commonly used 

stimulants that share overlapping neurochemical properties: 3,4-

Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) and d-amphetamine (AMPH). The Drug 

Discrimination paradigm was used to assess the relative subjective experience of acutely 

administered MDMA and AMPH. In this paradigm rats were required to respond on one lever if 

they have been given a specific drug (AMPH for one group of rats or MDMA for another group) 

vs. an alternate lever if they have been administered saline prior to a session.  Generalisation and 

substitution testing was used to establish the extent to which rats previously trained to 

discriminate saline vs. MDMA responded to novel exposure of AMPH. Likewise, we examined 

the extent to which rats previously trained to discriminate saline vs. AMPH responded to novel 

exposure to MDMA. Higher doses of MDMA partially substituted for AMPH however no dose 

of AMPH substituted for MDMA. This suggests that MDMA induces some of the primary 

subjective experiences elicited by AMPH, but that the primary subjective experience of MDMA 

is markedly different from that of AMPH. The partial substitution on MDMA for AMPH, as well 

as the relatively greater impact of the D1 antagonist on the AMPH trained group, suggests that 

the DA-agonist properties of both drugs may underlie this partial overlap in the subjective 

experience of both drugs. 

 

 

 

6.  Probabilistic discounting with differing levels of background income 

Heather Peters, Maree Hunt, David Harper, Lincoln Hely  

Open Polytechnic and Victoria University of Wellington 

 

This study investigated the effect of effect of relative and absolute outcome magnitude on 

discounting rates for probabilistic rewards. Discounting rates of the 52 student participants were 

determined within the context of a skiing game. This task allowed participants to experience the 

chosen outcome of each choice before other choices were presented and highlighted the repeated 

nature of the probabilistic choice opportunities.  In this way the task was more similar to that 

used with non human animals and may be more analogous to human gambling. In this task the 

discounting rates varied as a function of absolute magnitude but unlike studies that have found 

steeper discounting with larger probabilistic rewards, we found steeper discounting with smaller 

rewards.  This results is however consistent with the magnitude effect typically reported with 

delayed outcomes.  

 



 

 

7.  A review of applied behaviour analytic literature: Conditioned reinforcers.  

Katrina Phillips  

University of Auckland and Rescare Homes Trust 

 

Conditioned reinforcers have traditionally been discussed in behavioural literature using a value-

transfer account. As discussed by N.Boutros at the 2009 NZABA and a number of recent EAB 

articles, it may be better to discuss them using an information-centric account. That is rather than 

viewing conditioning as transfer of appetitive properties from one stimuli to another, it can be 

viewed as one stimuli signposting or signalling the upcoming primary reinforcement 

contingency. This presentation will summarise a review of the last 10 years conditioned 

reinforcers research in the applied behaviour analytic journals, with specific focus on stimulus-

stimulus pairing procedures and token economies. This literature will be reviewed to see if there 

has been a similar shift to that of EAB, and if not if the information-centric account better 

accounts for the results that have been found.  

 

 

8.  A Study of Teaching Strategies that Facilitate Stimulus Generalisation in Children with 

Autism. 
Laura-Lee K. McLay, John Church 

University of Canterbury 
 

Language development involves the learning of multiple sets of equivalence relations. Research 

has shown that if certain conditional relations are directly taught for one member of a class of 

stimuli, then additional conditional relations often emerge for other members of that class, 

without direct training. There are currently very few studies of this research finding with 

individuals with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD). This presentation provides an overview of a 

series of experiments studying the development of equivalence relations with respect to number 

concepts, in children with an ASD. Children with an ASD were taught number concepts using a 

matching to sample procedure and were further tested for the emergence of untaught equivalence 

relations. The results showed significant variation across participants. The results of this research 

have interesting implications for methods used to enhance teaching efficiency and skill 

generalisation in children with an ASD. 

 

 

9.  Calibration of Observational Measurement of Rate of Responding 

Oliver C. Mudford, Jason R. Zeleny, Wayne W. Fisher, Molly E. Klum, Todd M. Owen 

University of Auckland, Munroe-Meyer Institute, University of Nebraska Medical Center 

 

The quality of measurement in natural and applied sciences is generally assessed and assured 

through calibration studies.  Applied behavior analysts have typically relied on interobserver 

agreement to perform that task, although the inadequacy of that approach alone for the purpose 

has long been acknowledged.  We demonstrated some of the basic features of calibration using 

observer-measured rates of free operant responding from ten 10-min calibration samples on 



video.  Five observers were experienced with continuous recording to laptop computers, and five 

were novices.  Their results were compared with reference values (i.e., known rates of 

responding in the samples) using linear regression. Rates of responding in the samples varied 

between zero and 8.0 responses per minute.  Observer‟s accuracy was measured graphically from 

regression lines, and precision was estimated from plotted 95% confidence intervals for 

prediction.  The measurements of four experienced observers and one novice across the range of 

rates were accurate to one decimal place and within ± 0.1 responses per minute precision.  

Continuous recording of responding can be highly accurate and precise, we concluded.  

Additional research is recommended to investigate further the conditions under which high 

quality data on the basic dimensions of behavior can be obtained from direct observational 

recording. 

 

 

10.  Analysis of liquid rescheduling parameters in the reduction of rumination maintained 

by automatic reinforcement. 

Rebecca Sharp and Katrina Phillips 

University of Auckland and Rescare Homes Trust  

 

Four non-aversive treatments for rumination were compared in a multi-element, and replicated 

over two individuals with autism and a long history of rumination. A functional analysis 

demonstrated rumination to be maintained by automatic reinforcement for both participants. 

Comparisons of increased meal size, supplemental feedings, fixed-time schedule of peanut butter 

and liquid rescheduling showed liquid rescheduling to be the most effective intervention for both 

clients and the effects were maintained over time. However, a quasi-parametric design showed 

the need for individualized schedules of fluid provision. Data were collected for extended 

periods both after a meal and intervention implementation and were analysed both between and 

within sessions. This data analysis is not typically found in the rumination literature and is useful 

in demonstrating changes in rate of rumination over time and relative to the introduction of 

fluids. 

 

11.  You can teach an old rat new tricks, but it won’t learn them very quickly 

Douglas Elliffe, Laura Jacobson, Rong Zhang, Kuan-Fei Chen, Sam Mathai, Dianne McCarthy, 

Henry Waldvogel and Jian Guan 

University of Auckland 

 

Young (4 months), middle-aged (9 months) and old (18 months) rats took part in several 

behavioural tasks – the Morris Water Maze, the radial-arm maze, and the T-maze alternation 

task.  Increased age was associated with less accurate performance on all tasks, and we have 

previously reported both this finding and its relation to age-related neuronal loss (Jacobson et al., 

2008).  However, we also analysed, but didn‟t report, age-related differences in rates of learning.  

While these differences in rates of learning didn‟t reach statistical significance on any of the 

three tasks individually, taken together they offer converging evidence that aging is associated 

with slower and/or less learning. 

 

 

 



  



12.  "Reinforcers" signal future behavior-reinforcer contingencies 

Sarah Cowie, Michael Davison, Doug Elliffe  

University of Auckland 

 

Recent research suggests that food deliveries may signal future behavior-food contingencies, 

rather than increasing the probability of the just-productive response. In the present experiment, 

overall concurrent VI foods were held equal on 2 alternatives, and the probability that the next 

food would be obtained sooner on the just-productive alternative, or sooner on the not-just-

productive alternative, or sooner on a specific alternative, was varied. In some conditions, the 

location of the last food was signaled. Post-food preference was jointly controlled by the location 

of the next food and the time to the next food, as well as by the complexity of the signaling. In 

conditions where the last-food location was signaled, the complexity of the signaling did not 

affect post-food preference. The location of the just-productive food had little effect on choice. 

 

 

 

13.  Reinforcers as signaling events: The effects of cyclic variable-interval schedules on 

local choice. 

Miranda Dukoski, L., Davison, M., & Elliffe, D. 

University of Auckland 

 

Pigeons worked on concurrent arithmetic schedules in which a reinforcer was arranged during 

the 60 s following the last reinforcer. The key on which the reinforcer became available was 

chosen sinusoidally as a function of time since reinforcement.  Once a reinforcer had been 

arranged, its allocation probability changed every second according to the sinusoid until 

collected.  Left reinforcer probabilities across the sinusoid varied from .91 to .09 throughout.  

Condition 1 was a 2-cycle sinusoid, and Condition 2 was a reversal of this sinusoid.  Condition 3 

arranged a 1 cycle sinusoid, and Condition 4 a half-cycle sinusoid.  We found that sinusoidal 

control of choice increased as the cycle length was decreased, with control by local reinforcer 

ratios greater just after reinforcer delivery.  Subsequently, choice came under extended control of 

the overall reinforcer ratio at a point that was related to the number of cycles arranged. Choice 

affected obtained reinforcer probabilities dynamically. 

 

 

 

14.  Choice and timing in fixed-interval versus variable-interval schedules 

Michael Davison, Douglas Elliffe, and Psych309 students 

University of Auckland 

 

We conducted an experiment with pigeons in which, after each food delivery, a fixed-interval 

schedule was arranged on the left key, or a variable-interval schedule was arranged on the right 

key, with a probability of .5.  We kept the exponential VI schedule constant (mean 30 s) and 

varied the FI schedule from 5 s to 50 s in 5 steps.  We found a small positive effect of the last 

food delivery on subsequent choice.  We also found that choice ratios to the FI alternative 

increased well before the FI value, but surprisingly fell beyond the FI value even though food 

ratios remained high beyond the FI value.  We will discuss the results in terms of the 



combination of signaling and timing, and control by local food ratios, and we present a 

quantitative model, of course. 

 

 

 

15.  Challenge and Safety in New Zealand Playgrounds 

Rebecca J. Sargisson 

University of Waikato 

 

Debate on the issue of safety standards in playgrounds centres on the tradeoff between allowing 

children to manage their own risk, and protecting them from harm. The behaviour of children 

was monitored in 56 playgrounds during the 2009/10 summer in the North Island of New 

Zealand. Inventories of play equipment showed that the most-commonly featured play items 

were swings, slides, and climbing apparatus. Swinging was the most popular play activity for all 

children, followed by spinning (roundabouts, spinning tops), and climbing. Accident events were 

rare, with the risk of minor injury calculated to be 0.1 per child per hour. Monkey bars were one 

of the least popular items of play, and given the high previously-reported injury rate for falls 

from monkey bars, may be of limited value in playgrounds. Failure to provide shade contributed 

to the under-use of slides, which were frequently hot to the touch. The access requirements of 

physically-challenged children and very young children were not addressed well. Older children, 

for whom playgrounds are not usually designed, still use playgrounds and routinely do so 

without supervision. Older girls in particular appear not to be well served by the current 

emphasis on skate parks and sporting activities.   

 

16.  UCant 1 (Ant) 

17.  UCant2 (Randy) 

18.  UCant3 (Andy) 

19.  UCant4 (Jacinta) 

(Grrrrrrr!) 

 

20.  Delay-specific Remembering 

Geoffrey White 

University of Otago 

 

The typical monotonic decrement in accuracy with increasing duration of the retention interval in 

memory procedures might suggest that forgetting is time-dependent. The results from several 

previous and new experiments are described where performance at a given retention interval is 

specific to that time. Such results question whether remembering is time-dependent as assumed 

by most major theories of memory, and instead support the view that remembering is specific to 

the time it occurs and is independent of performance at other times. 

 
 

 

 

  



21.  What practitioners should know about aggression reinforcers and their accompanying 

motivating operations 

Eric Messick 

University of Waikato 

 

Although there is empirical support for aggression reinforcers that dates back to at least the 60‟s 

(e.g., Azrin, Hutchinson, & Hake, 1966), these stimuli are rarely discussed in contemporary 

clinical behaviour analysis literature.  The theoretical and empirical basis for aggression 

reinforcers will be reviewed and their implications for practitioners will be discussed.   
 

 

 

22.  Applied Single-case Research Designs: Adaptations for the Analysis of Group Data 

Neville M Blampied 

University of Canterbury 

 

Single-case research designs preserve both quantitative data and the possibility of making valid 

causal inferences while avoiding aggregating participants and averaging their data. They are a 

highly effective alternative research strategy to mainstream research based on group data and its 

statistical analysis, especially for applied research.  However, there are situations (e.g., 

environmental psychology, educational research, organizational research, preventative or 

therapeutic psycho-education) where a natural or convenient unit of analysis maybe a group 

rather than an individual. Existing single-case, graph-based analytic procedures are ill-suited to 

these situations and there is a temptation to revert to the use of group statistical analyses. This 

paper describes a number of adaptations of standard single-case designs and accompanying 

graphic analyses, based on the use of scatterplots (in particular, Brinley plots), which permit the 

assessment of group level interventions. 

 

 

23.  Implementing ABA-based interventions in educational environments: Should it be this 

difficult? 

John Church 

University of Canterbury 

 

About 5% of children born in New Zealand are at risk of growing up to become antisocial adults.  

Children who grow into adulthood with well-practiced antisocial responses to life's difficulties 

create, during their adult lives, enormous social costs. I have recently completed a series of 

government sponsored reviews of interventions aimed at moving children from an antisocial onto 

a prosocial developmental trajectory. It is clear from these reviews that almost all of the effective 

interventions for children with conduct problems have been derived primarily from the Principles 

of Behaviour. However, the research from which these interventions have been derived is largely 

unknown to teachers and social workers, the interventions are hardly ever implemented by 

teachers or social workers, and the hard won body of knowledge about how to prevent antisocial 

development is hardly even touched upon in initial teacher education and social work education 

programmes.  After reviewing the evidence on which this claim rests, I will raise the following 

question for discussion.  What can we learn from the Principles of Behaviour about 



implementing effective ABA interventions into the daily practice of classroom teachers and field 

based social workers?  
 

 

24.  Time and size in the sunk cost effect 

Geoffrey White and Paula Magalhães 

University of Otago 

 

The Sunk Cost effect is the tendency to continue an endeavour once an investment in money, 

effort or time has been made (Arkes & Blumer, 1985). Nearly all prior studies have been based 

on questionnaires which describe scenarios offering a choice between a current option of 

relatively low value and a previous investment of higher value made some time ago. The present 

study followed the scenario method of previous studies. It assessed the effects of the size and 

delay of the prior investment in an attempt to examine a novel account of the sunk cost effect 

based on past temporal discounting. 

 

 

 

 

25.  Taste Preferences in the Brushtail Possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) 

Kristie Cameron, Lewis Bizo and Nicola Starkey 

University of Waikato 

 

The Brushtail possum, Trichosurus vulpecula, is reported to eat vegetation, fruit, invertebrates, 

and occasionally insects and meat in the form of birds (e.g., Starlings, Blackbirds) and their eggs. 

However, this omnivorous behaviour and ability to adapt to a varying diet has not been 

investigated systematically. The first experiment involved a direct observation of possum‟s 

consumption of individually presented food items that included: meat, eggs, native foliage, fruit 

and invertebrates.  Preliminary results indicate that fruit is eaten on every presentation whereas 

all other foods, if eaten on the first presentation, are less likely to be eaten on the second and 

third presentations of the same food. Further studies will make use of forced choice procedures 

and concurrent schedules to investigate preference for these different food types, as well as the 

influence of food choices by other possums on the transmission of taste preferences between 

possums.  This research will help to elucidate factors that control taste preference in a major pest 

species in New Zealand. In addition, these studies may provide information relevant to 

maintaining captive populations of possums for behavioural research by contributing to the 

knowledge of methodologies compatible with possums and provide strategies and practices for 

the management of the pest problem in New Zealand. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



POSTERS 
(Scheduled for 7.00pm – 9.30pm Friday 3

rd
 Sept) 

 
1.  Fluency:  Effects of Response Rate on Acquisition and Retention 

Levine, J. A., McEwan, J., & Foster, T. M. 

University of Waikato 

 

An inherent mantra for precision teachers is that fast, accurate responding improves acquisition 

and retention of learning material.  There is debate and speculation within Education and 

Psychology as to why responding at high rates improves learning and memory.  Research in this 

area has been stymied by problems in how the research is carried out (Doughty et al., 2004).  

Using hens as an animal analogue of human responding, our goal is to bring clarity to the 

research methods and provide a „fact in our pocket‟ on the relationship between response rate 

and learning outcomes. 

 

 

2.  Forward versus backward classical conditioning: A laboratory demonstration 

Celia Lie, Fiona Jack, Dione Healey, Tamar Murachver, and Brent Alsop  

University of Otago 

 

This poster presents data from a new undergraduate Psychology laboratory at the University of 

Otago. The aim was to provide students with first-hand experience at classical conditioning, and 

to help students learn the difference between forward and backward conditioning. Based on an 

existing University of Canterbury laboratory exercise, 574 undergraduate students received 

either repeated pairings of a hand-tap followed immediately by drink crystals (forward 

conditioning group), or drink crystals followed 2 sec later by a hand-tap (backward conditioning 

group). Consistent with our hypotheses, mean saliva ratings increased as the number of trials 

increased, and forward conditioning was more effective than backward conditioning. Overall, 

students enjoyed the laboratory exercise, and the task appears to be an effective tool for teaching 

classical conditioning principles. 

 

 

3.  Hold the phone! Potential for a call centre ‘on-hold’ intervention to increase customer 

satisfaction and worker well being. 

Isaac Malpass and L.S. Leland Jr. 

University of Otago. 

 

 

Call centres are said to suffer from high turnover and absenteeism and staff may have higher 

levels of stress and health problems than other professions. Call centres can also be frustrating to 

deal with for the public. As such, survey responses were collected from call centre workers and 

experimental trials were carried out to examine whether there might be potential in carrying out 

an on-hold intervention in call centres to aid worker well being and customer mood and 

satisfaction. Survey responses show that customer service staffs within the industry believe 

providing an on-hold intervention may reduce numbers of negative callers. This may in turn 



reduce call times.  Results from a laboratory study testing a number of possible on-hold listening 

options suggest that, following an initial greeting, providing participants with either comedy or a 

choice of listening options during an initial on-hold period were not significantly different to 

being transferred straight through to a desired service. The authors therefore propose in the 

future an applied study trialling an intervention using one of these options during the initial on-

hold period which telephone customers wait for call centre service. Information regarding 

customer satisfaction, worker stress, sick leave, and turnover as well as call statistics would be 

collected in such a study.  

 

4.  Winning isn't Everything! (Poster) 

Tan, G.,  Hunt, M.,  Hely, L.,  Harper, D. N. 

Victoria University of Wellington 

 

The present study used a laboratory-based slot machine gambling analogue to assess whether the 

presence of 'near wins' (i.e. slot outcomes that are physically very similar to outcomes that signal 

'actual wins', e.g. '4 cherries in a row' versus '5 cherries in a row') increases sensitivity to 

reinforcement (in the this case the choices made to play one slot machine versus another). 

Reinforcers (actual wins) were varied across several ratios within a session, and across 

conditions participants either experienced 'near wins' (in addition to actual wins) or no near wins 

at all. As expected from past studies, participants paused longer before initiating the next trial 

following a win versus loss outcome. In addition, the latency to initiate the next trial following 

near wins was somewhere in between the pause seen following wins versus losses (suggesting 

that near wins might possess some reinforcing value). In addition, sensitivity to reinforcement 

was greater in the condition that had near wins present.  

 

5.  The Sunk Cost Effect – an exploration in non-human animals 

Paula Magalhães and Geoffrey White  

University of Otago 

 

The Sunk Cost Effect is the tendency to continue an endeavour once an investment in money, 

effort or time has been made (Arkes & Blumer, 1985). The present study explored the sunk cost 

effect in pigeons and rats in procedures where  different FR or FI were available on one key or 

lever, while an escape option was available on the other key/lever (cf Navarro & Fantino, 2005).  

The sunk cost effect is of interest because the Law of the Effect predicts that current choices 

should not be influenced by prior choices, whereas the Law of Exercise does predict the effect 

(Piedad, Field, & Rachlin, 2006). The effect is also worth exploring because some have argued 

that the effect does not occur in non-human animals (Arkes & Ayton, 1999). 

 

6.  Task dependent temporal discounting 

Hunt, M., Peters, H. & Greenhow, A.  

Victoria University of Wellington 

  

The objective of the current study was to compare temporal discounting using hypothetical and 

experiential choice tasks. Participants completed two computerised delay discounting tasks. One 

task presented choices between hypothetical amounts of money available after differing delay. 

For the other task participants collected points within the session. On each trial they were 



required to select between 10 points that were delivered after a delay had elapsed, or fewer 

points that were delivered immediately. Participants also completed a paper and pencil 

questionnaire of impulsivity, the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale. A two parameter hyperbolic-like 

model was fit to the data obtained from each task. Rates of discounting on the two tasks were not 

correlated. In addition, discounting on the two tasks were correlated with different aspects of 

impulsivity, as measured by the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale.  


